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My Name Is Cross Chapter one

2019-01-20

elizabeth cross a federal bounty hunter always known to reach her marker a skilled martial artist and an excellent marksman working under the employment of a mysterious benefactor named jazmine elizabeth cross is about
to embark on one of her most dangerous assignments while tracking a psychotic criminal named homicide she will discover the truth about her past and her destiny with the help of her friend coyote a native american tracker
elizabeth will become so much more than a bounty hunter she will be the guardian of the elysian stone

Reauthorization of Expiring Federal Elementary and Secondary Education Programs: Chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act

1987

from new york times bestselling author creator of the netflix series v wars jonathan maberry comes the first in a brand new series featuring joe ledger and rogue team international a small island off the coast of korea is
torn apart by a bioweapon that drives everyone men women and children insane with murderous rage the people behind the attack want korea reunified or destroyed no middle ground no mercy soon japan china and the united
states are pushed to the brink of war while terrorists threaten to release the rage bioweapon in a way of pure destructive slaughter joe ledger leads his newly formed band of international troubleshooters in their first
mission to stop the terror cell fighting alongside agents from north and south korea with the lives of billions at stake ledger is willing to bring his own brand of terror to this frightening new war

Rage

2019-11-05

heroes shall rise and fall the earth shall be stained red and the fate of the banished lands will be decided once and for all in a time of courage the gripping conclusion to the of blood and bone trilogy now is the time of
reckoning the demon king asroth is free of his iron prison and thewhole of the banished lands stands on the brink of domination with the ben elim broken and routed half breed riv and asmall band of comrades must try to find a
way to strike at the demon forces meanwhile drem is with the order of the bright star on a desperate march south to join the battle he fears what they will find along the way even as he knows it is better to fight and fall
than to live without hope of blood and bonea time of dreada time of blooda time of courage the faithful and the fallenmalicevalorruinwrath

A Time of Courage

2020-04-07

mixed methods research is becoming prevalent in many fields yet little has been done to elevate mixed methods research in information science a comprehensive picture of information science and its problems is needed to further
understand and address the issues associated with it as well as how mixed methods research can be adapted and used the handbook of research on mixed methods research in information science discusses the quality of mixed
methods studies and methodological transparency sampling in mixed methods research and the application of theory in mixed methods research throughout various contexts covering topics such as the issues and potential
directions for further research in mixed methods this comprehensive major reference work is ideal for researchers policymakers academicians librarians practitioners instructors and students

Session Laws ... Passed at the ... Regular Session of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of Oklahoma

1897

breathtaking a long vista of undulating story with here and there peaks of volcanic excitement daily telegraph a haunting love story set between the channel islands and new zealand in the 19th century when young
william ozanne arrives on their island sisters marianne and marguerite le patourel are both captivated but it is tall beautiful marguerite who catches his eye years later william leaves the island for a life at sea
eventually settling across the ocean in new zealand impulsively he invites marguerite to join him there but a slip of the pen results in marianne making the journey instead as marguerite deals with a broken heart and the loss
of her sister marianne must make a new life in a strange land with a man who respects her but loves another can she persuade william that he chose the right sister after all the inspiration behind the academy award winning
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film green dolphin street 1947 what readers are saying about green dolphin country fantastic 5 stars a beautiful and unusual love story 5 stars full of twists and turns and beautifully written as always 5 stars a
wonderful story 5 stars a magical story with characters that leap out from the page 5 stars

Handbook of Research on Mixed Methods Research in Information Science

2021-11-26

a guide to ministry self care offers a comprehensive and up to date overview of both the causes of stress and strategies for effective self care written for both new and long time ministers the book addresses a wide range
of life situations and explores many forms of self care from physical and financial to relational and spiritual

Green Dolphin Country

2017-04-13

for the first time the controversial issue of physical contact in the consulting room is explored by distinguished psychoanalysts and psychotherapists representing a diverse range of psychoanalytic viewpoints the
contributors focus on the unconscious meanings of touch or absence of touch or unwelcome touch or accidental touch in the psychoanalytic clinical situation there are plenty of clinical vignettes and the discussions
are grounded in clinical experience out of all medical and therapeutic treatments psychoanalysis remains one of the very few that uses no physical contact sigmund freud stopped using the pressure technique in the late
1890s a technique whereby he would press lightly on his patient s head while insisting that they remembered forgotten events he gave up this procedure in favour of encouraging free association then listening and
interpreting without touching his patient in any way psychoanalysis was born and the use of touch as a technique reminiscent of hypnosis was explicitly prohibited the avoidance of physical contact between the analyst
and patient was established as a key component of the classical rule of abstinence

A Guide to Ministry Self-Care

2018-09-10

musaicum books presents to you this unique collection designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices content mary shelley frankenstein the mortal immortal john
william polidori the vampyre bram stoker dracula the jewel of seven stars gaston leroux the phantom of the opera marjorie bowen black magic james malcolm rymer thomas peckett prest sweeney todd the demon barber of
fleet street washington irving the legend of sleepy hollow charles dickens the mystery of edwin drood oscar wilde the picture of dorian gray edgar allan poe the tell tale heart the murders in the rue morgue the black cat
henry james the turn of the screw the ghostly rental h p lovecraft the dunwich horror the shunned house algernon blackwood the willows a haunted island ancient sorceries th�ophile gautier clarimonde the mummy s foot
richard marsh the beetle arthur conan doyle the hound of the baskervilles the silver hatchet joseph sheridan le fanu carmilla uncle silas ann radcliffe the mysteries of udolpho the italian m r james ghost stories of an
antiquary a thin ghost and others wilkie collins the haunted hotel the devil s spectacles �mile erckmann alexandre chatrian the man wolf the waters of death amelia b edwards monsieur maurice the phantom coach mary e
wilkins freeman the wind in the rose bush the shadows on the wall arthur machen the great god pan the terror william hope hodgson the house on the borderland the night land m p shiel shapes in the fire ralph adams cram
black spirits and white grant allen the reverend john creedy wilhelm hauff the severed hand adelbert von chamisso shadowless man edward bulwer lytton the haunted and the haunters robert e howard beyond the black river
devil in iron people of the dark david lindsay the haunted woman marie belloc lowndes from out the vast deep edward bellamy dr heidenhoff s process

Touch Papers

2018-05-08

digicat presents to you this unique sf collection designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices h g wells the time machine the war of the worlds the island of doctor
moreau the invisible man jules verne journey to the center of the earth 20 000 leagues under the sea the mysterious island mary shelley frankenstein the last man edgar wallace planetoid 127 the green rust otis adelbert
kline the venus trilogy the mars series malcolm jameson captain bullard series garrett p serviss edison s conquest of mars a columbus of space the sky pirate arthur conan doyle the professor challenger series francis
bacon new atlantis edwin a abbott flatland jack london iron heel the scarlet plague the star rover robert louis stevenson dr jekyll and mr hyde george macdonald lilith h rider haggard king solomon s mines she william h
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hodgson the house on the borderland the night land edgar allan poe some words with a mummy mellonta tauta h p lovecraft beyond the wall of sleep the cats of ulthar celepha�s edward bellamy looking backward 2000
1887 equality mark twain a connecticut yankee in king arthur s court owen gregory meccania the super state margaret cavendish the blazing world jonathan swift gulliver s travels william morris news from nowhere
samuel butler erewhon edward bulwer lytton the coming race james fenimore cooper the monikins hugh benson lord of the world fred m white the doom of london ernest bramah the secret of the league arthur d vinton looking
further backward robert cromie the crack of doom anthony trollope the fixed period cleveland moffett richard jefferies after london francis stevens the heads of cerberus percy greg across the zodiac david lindsay a
voyage to arcturus stanley g weinbaum stories from the solar system abraham merritt the moon pool the metal monster hyne the lost continent

Reports of Cases at Law and in Equity Determined by the Supreme Court of the State of Iowa

1874

love the wine you re with alessandro romeo is burned out after finally extricating himself from a nearly year long relationship with a hot tempered italian model who set fire to his lamborghini when she suspected him of
cheating he s sworn off the fairer sex and instead spends his waking hours overseeing the expansion of his family s hugely successful winery in the magnificent hills of chianti where he is happy to never see a model again let
alone date one american supermodel taylor mcfarland might be blond but she sure isn t dumb and she s smart enough to know to avoid the shallow men who seem to migrate toward her type the ones who presume that models
are the wild women of the fashion industry who happily discard men like used tissues only taylor s not that type at all instead she s intent on using the influence her position affords her to help those less fortunate than
she but when her good deeds means clashing with the quintessential heartless italian player who she d heard left model gia sandretti at the altar well she will happily give him a piece of her mind and certainly not a piece of
her heart

Proceedings of the Grand Chapter of Royal Arch Masons, of the State of Wisconsin

1863

he never forgot her when general collin hunt is ordered to take a much needed holiday he resigns himself to rest and recreation at his brother s country estate but when the only woman he ever loved and selflessly gave up
shows up as his sister in law s governess his carefully ordered life is turned inside out she ll never forgive him when erienne stone defied her family and fled her life of privilege she never expected to be reunited with the man who
d abandoned her more than a decade before but lucy duchess of claringdon is a hard woman to say no to even when erienne s heart is in danger of breaking all over again a meddling matchmaker may be the key to their second
chance after a decade of pain and heartache can two star crossed lovers trust the truth in their own hearts

Wisconsin Journal of Education

1872

this books contains three stimulating stories of human struggles miriam struggle as she takes care of her young nephew johnny whose father paul simeon she suspects of being responsible for her sisters untimely death her
sisters last letter indicated that there was enough information to have paul and his gang arrested she cringes while watching johnny act nervous and edgy when he is around his father what does that child know she asks
herself is her new friend mrs worth justified in believing that paul and his co hort stubby are planning to get rid of both of them the second book dont wake a sleeping lion has esther struggling with trying to find a way to
escape from her kidnappers she and her co worker were on the trail of a series of missing persons how do they handle the death of one of their members as he is found beaten until he is almost not recognized the third book is
called beth young beth struggles over her fathers anger at god for taking his wife she weeps as she watches him raise his fist toward heaven its interesting to see how she tries to intervene in her fathers life in the meantime
while praying for him she finds that the boy next door who is the towns trouble maker needs prayer her aunt tries to convince the eager child to be patient the second part of beth has her grown up into a teen and she and the
boy next door are praying for each other god is good all the time

WARLOCK'S PLAY: 550+ Supernatural Mysteries, Macabre & Horror Classics

2018-12-21

until the end of time and then beyond would it be a crime against nature to help those in need by the use of unusual and possibly illegal medical procedures victoria begs her father a brilliant physician to commit such a crime
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for the man who she has forever fallen in love with trevor was critically injured by enemy artillery while fighting on the western front victoria hopes that through the restoration of his damaged body their love will
flourish once he is well again unforeseeable revelations and unimaginable confrontations create havoc for the lovers will victoria and trevor find a place where their love will last for eternity or has time run out
publisher note out of time trilogy box set contains clockwork heart a flaw in the mechanism and a bequest of time 54 072 words complete

The Greats of Sci-Fi: H. G Wells Edition

2023-12-26

in bring me home miya is back in her small hometown and shawn is determined to do whatever it takes and use everything he has to make her stay in texas and in his arms in lead me home all chloe wants from sexy cowboy nick is
a week in his bed and then a clean break when she returns to new york she doesn t expect him to show up at her office ready to show her they re from different worlds but made for each other in take me home cash is in new
york only for the paycheck from a quick modeling job when a sweet curvy assistant editor shawna grabs his attention he has to tempt her into forgetting her body issues and her plans and trust in the heat sparking between
them in fly me home ian spontaneously offers elizabeth the scoop she needs if she ll be his companion to keep the media off his back during a whirlwind business trip but business turns to pleasure and soon they re wondering if
this could be something more lasting than lust

Red Hot Romeo

2016-10-04

the spud compton novella trilogy collected in one action packed box set spud compton is an ex soldier running cargo across space while also running from his past most notably his well known senator father and his war
hero older brother when spud s ex girlfriend suddenly turns up in his life with an urgent job he knows he should walk away money is tight though and he can t afford to turn it down spud takes on the cargo run but soon
finds himself with both the mob and navy on his tail all the while the biggest threat to his life sits inside the cargo hold of his ship just waiting to be released join spud and the benobi 451 crew as they are forced into a
series of adventures across space in this sci fi horror with light hearted moments

Acts and Resolves Passed by the Legislature of Wisconsin

1878

when bounty hunter gustavus greeley rides into elk horn he learns that marshal detmeyer has failed to return from investigating a shooting at the nearby baker farm going out to the farm greeley finds mr and mrs baker and
their son dead detmeyer badly wounded and their two daughters missing arrows have been used making it look like an indian attack and the girls are presumed to have been taken captive by apaches but are the apaches really
responsible or are brothers david and will preston newcomers to elk horn looking for land to take up ranching somehow involved

Journal of the House of Representatives of the State of Vermont

1886

murder trouble first published in 1945 is an entertaining fast paced mystery centering on a young man named tom hallam hallam leaving the big city upon doctor s orders arrives in the small town of vinson where he has
accepted a job on the town s newspaper however his peaceful sojourn is soon ended as he is enmeshed in a maze of mysteries including a haunted house a corpse in his bedroom and a woman who claims to be his wife author louis
trimble 1917 1988 was the author of a number of science fiction and western books in addition to mysteries

Mr. Hunt I Presume

2020-07-20
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a bundle of books 1 a villa in sicily olive oil and murder and 2 a villa in sicily figs and a cadaver in fiona grace s cats and dogs cozy mystery series this bundle offers books one and two in one convenient file with over 150
000 words of reading in a villa in sicily olive oil and murder book 1 audrey smart 34 is a brilliant vet yet fed up by her demanding clients who think they know more than her and who don t care about their animals burnt
out with the endless hours she wonders if the time has come for a new direction and when her 15th year high school reunion and her hopes for re sparking on old flame end in disaster audrey knows the time has come to make a
change when audrey sees an ad for a 1 home in sicily it captivates her the only catch is that the house requires renovation something she knows little about she wonders if it could be real and if she may really be crazy
enough to go for it can audrey create a life and career and the home of her dreams in a beautiful sicilian village and perhaps even find love while she s there or will an unexpected death one that only she can solve put an end
to all of her plans are some dreams too good to be true in a villa in sicily figs and a cadaver book 2 audrey is busy working to open the town s new shelter while also renovating her own problematic home and dating again
with the help of friends she begins taking in sick strays but not everyone in town is grateful for her services and she soon makes unexpected enemies when audrey gets a tip about an injured dog near the coast and goes to find
him she finds the dead body of a powerful local instead can audrey now a suspect solve the crime and clear her name or will her sicilian dream fall apart a laugh out loud cozy packed with mystery intrigue renovation
animals food wine and of course love the cats and dogs cozy mystery series will capture your heart and keep you glued to the very last page books 3 6 are also available

On the Wings of Hope

2011-10-31

morgan rice s imagination is limitless in another series that promises to be as entertaining as the previous ones a throne of sisters presents us with the tale of two sisters sophia and kate orphans fighting to survive in a
cruel and demanding world of an orphanage an instant success i can hardly wait to put my hands on the second and third books books and movie reviews roberto mattos a bundle of the first three books in morgan rice s new
fantasy series a throne for sisters a throne for sisters a court for thieves and a song for orphans here are three bestselling novels all in one convenient file which offer a great introduction to the a throne for sisters
series over 250 000 words of reading all for an incredible price it also makes the perfect gift in a throne for sisters book one sophia 17 and her younger sister kate 15 are desperate to leave their horrific orphanage
orphans unwanted and unloved they nonetheless dream of coming of age elsewhere of finding a better life even if that means living on the streets of the brutal city of ashton sophia and kate also best friends have each other
s backs and yet they want different things from life sophia a romantic more elegant dreams of entering court and finding a noble to fall in love with kate a fighter dreams of mastering the sword of battling dragons and
becoming a warrior they are both united though by their secret paranormal power to read other s minds their only saving grace in a world that seems bent to destroy them in a court for thieves a throne for sisters book
two sophia 17 finds her world upside down as she is cast from the romantic world of aristocracy and back to the horrors of the orphanage this time the nuns seem intent on killing her yet that doesn t pain her as much as
her broken heart will sebastian realize his mistake and come back for her her younger sister kate 15 embarks on her training with the witch coming of age under her auspices mastering the sword gaining more power than she
ever imagined possible and determined to embark on a quest to save her sister she finds herself immersed in a world of violence and combat of a magic she craves and yet one that may consume her in a song for orphans a throne
for sisters book three sophia 17 journeys in search of her parents her quest takes her to foreign and strange lands and to a shocking secret she could never imagine kate 15 is summoned by the witch as her time has come to
repay the favor but kate is changing coming of age become ever more powerful and what will become of kate if she makes a deal with darkness sebastian a romantic follows his heart throwing it all away to reject his family
and find sophia but lady d angelica is still bent on killing her and may have other plans a throne for sister is a dazzling new fantasy series rife with love heartbreak tragedy action adventure magic sorcery dragons fate and
heart pounding suspense a page turner it is filled with characters that will make you fall in love and a world you will never forget book 4 in a throne for sisters will be released soon

Out of Time

2017-02-03

if these two doctors can agree on anything especially on adopting triplets it s sure to be a christmas miracle as director of safe harbor medical center dr mark rayburn faces a troublemaker in chief fiery pediatrician
samantha forrest not only does she quarrel with corporate policies she takes her case to the press but her flare for publicity blows up in her face when samantha runs into trouble with her newly adopted triplets she
needs mark s help and although he considers himself unsuited to fatherhood he can t resist her or those adorable babies just when this prickly couple starts finding the holiday spirit together samantha leaks a controversial
secret about the hospital s future plans mark yearns to stand by her and the babies but how can he put both his career and his love for the hospital at risk this is the third entry in jacqueline diamond s safe harbor medical
romance series each book stands alone with heartwarming storylines set amid the drama of a hospital winner of a career achievement award from romantic times diamond is the usa today bestselling author of daddy m d and
the surgeon s surprise twins

Home is Where the Heat Is Boxed Set

2017-08-21
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a bundle of books 1 murder in the manor 2 death and a dog and 3 crime in the caf� in fiona grace s lacey doyle cozy mystery series this bundle offers books one two and three in one convenient file with over 150 000 words
of reading in murder in the manor book 1 lacey doyle 39 years old and freshly divorced needs a drastic change she needs to quit her job leave her horrendous boss and new york city and walk away from the fast life making
good on her childhood promise to herself she decides to walk away from it all and to relive a beloved childhood vacation in the quaint english seaside town of wilfordshire wilfordshire is exactly as lacey remembers it with
its ageless architecture cobblestone streets and with nature at its doorstep lacey doesn t want to go back home and spontaneously she decides to stay and to give her childhood dream a try she will open her own antique
shop lacey finally feels that her life is taking a step in the right direction until her new star customer turns up dead as the newcomer in town all eyes are on lacey and it s up to her to clear her own name in death and a dog
book 2 spring is in the air with last month s murder mystery behind lacey a new best friend in her english shepherd and a budding relationship with the chef across the street it seems like everything s finally settling into place
lacey is so excited for her first major auction especially when a valuable mystery artifact enters her catalogue all seems to go without a hitch until two mysterious bidders arrive from out of town and one of them
winds up dead with the small village plunged into chaos and with the reputation of her business at stake can lacey and her trusty dog partner solve the crime and restore her name in crime in the caf� book 3 summer is nearly
here and lacey has fallen more in love with the town and with her chef boyfriend she has even made a best friend the new owner of a local b b and when her friend needs her services for the decoration of her inn buying nearly
everything in lacey s antique shop her business even gets an extra boost everything s going perfectly until someone mysteriously dies in her friend s new b b their village turned upside down and her new friend s livelihood now
in jeopardy it s up to lacey and her dog to get to the bottom of the mystery book 4 in the series vexed on a visit is also available

Spud Compton Box Set

2023-10-13

mathematical macroevolution in diatom research buy this book to learn how to use mathematics in macroevolution research and apply mathematics to study complex biological problems this book contains recent research
in mathematical and analytical studies on diatoms these studies reflect the complex and intricate nature of the problems being analyzed and the need to use mathematics as an aid in finding solutions diatoms are important
components of marine food webs the silica and carbon cycles primary productivity and carbon sequestration their uniqueness as glass encased unicells and their presence throughout geologic history exemplifies the need to
better understand such organisms explicating the role of diatoms in the biological world is no more urgent than their role as environmental and climate indicators and as such is aided by the mathematical studies in this
book the volume contains twelve original research papers as chapters macroevolutionary science topics covered are morphological analysis morphospace analysis adaptation food web dynamics origination extinction and
diversity biogeography life cycle dynamics complexity symmetry and evolvability mathematics used in the chapters include stochastic and delay differential and partial differential equations differential geometry
probability theory ergodic theory group theory knot theory statistical distributions chaos theory and combinatorics applied sciences used in the chapters include networks machine learning robotics computer vision image
processing pattern recognition and dynamical systems the volume covers a diverse range of mathematical treatments of topics in diatom research audience diatom researchers mathematical biologists evolutionary and
macroevolutionary biologists paleontologists paleobiologists theoretical biologists as well as researchers in applied mathematics algorithm sciences complex systems science computational sciences informatics
computer vision and image processing sciences nanoscience the biofuels industry and applied engineering

Incident at Elk Horn

2016-11-11

the basics of public budgeting and financial management brings budgetary theory and practice together filling the void between the two that has existed in the field of budgeting and public finance this book bridges the gap by
providing students with applications and exercises that reinforce budgetary theory these exercises are the key to ensuring that students leave the classroom with knowledge and marketable skills specifically students
will be exposed to basic budget and finance concepts but more importantly they will complete assignments where they apply the information in various settings for example creating tax structures conducting a financial
management plan risk assessments cost benefit analysis and so on this handbook also shows students how to best utilize tools that allow them to visually display budgets and other budgetary data students will gain
the solid foundation needed to begin work in a budget office while the original purpose of the book is the same the third edition of the book provides a few new thematic sections as well as homework questions and classroom
assignments that reinforce the topical areas the ancillary materials make the process very easy for an instructor to organize their lectures around thematic areas the book is a must read for instructor s who are
considering a course that introduces students to budgeting and finance and those who want student s to learn the basic components of budgeting and financial management

Acts and Resolves as Passed by the Legislature

1871

harlequin superromance brings you four new novels for one great price available now experience powerful relationships that deliver a strong emotional punch and a guaranteed happily ever after this superromance box set
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includes winter s kiss in shady grove beth andrews grad student daphne lynch definitely believes in love at first sight after meeting oakes bartasavich sadly he s more practical but she knows the handsome and honorable
lawyer is attracted to her she can see it in his eyes so she ll just have to use all her charm and resources to get through the wall he s erected around his kind and gentle heart first love again by kristina knight when emmett
deal left gulliver island on prom night he vowed never to return but after his father s alzheimer s diagnosis emmett is forced to confront his past and jaime brown the high school sweetheart he left behind can an unexpected
homecoming heal old wounds so they can love in the present a family after all a castle creek romance kathy altman all dairy farmer ivy millbrook wants is a roll in the hay with seth walker he seems interested but the
single dad won t go near her bed or her hayloft without a commitment ivy s too independent for a relationship and she s definitely not a kid person at least that s what she s telling herself cowboy who came for christmas
by lenora worth when adan harrison is trapped in a winter storm the last thing he expects is to be held at gunpoint by beautiful sophia mitchell the tenacious texas ranger is determined to discover sophia s secrets but can
a love borne of danger and mystery survive past christmas for forever enjoy more story and more romance from harlequin superromance with 4 new novels every month

Murder Trouble

2019-11-01

the trouble for hire romance series features hot former military heroes and these guys truly are the best kind of trouble all of the books are stand alones with guaranteed happy endings danger romance action suspense
humor oh it s definitely time to find some trouble the set includes no escape from war don t play with odin jinx you re it and remember ramsey no escape from war book 1 warren war channing finally has the chance to nail his
beautiful lying ex turns out the woman who shattered his heart beneath her high heeled shoes is wanted for murder she s on the run and he is just the man to hunt her down and toss her into the nearest cell rose shadow has
cracked the story of a lifetime she s uncovered a brutal serial killer who has been hiding in the shadows only now she is his next target the cops think she s involved in the string of murders because maybe her dna had been at
a crime scene and maybe she d been spotted by witnesses at another location but rose is a reporter not a killer but with war on her trail she s out of time and options war is former special ops he s the best pi in town and he
s the man who gave her more pleasure than should be legal too bad that he s also the man who hates her the most don t play with odin book 2 odin shaw thought he d spend his life on a battlefield but fate had other plans
and now the former special forces operative has just landed a new job at his best friend s pi office it s one hell of a life change and the giant viking is trying to adjust fast but then she walks into his life maisey bright wants
to hire odin she needs him to help her find proof irrefutable evidence that her next door neighbor is a serial killer odin figures the case will be a snap he ll prove that maisey s neighbor is most definitely not a serial killer he ll
score some extra cash for the pi firm and maybe even score some points with the lovely but obviously way too crime enthusiast obsessed maisey piece of cake but as they dig deeper into the disappearances that have plagued
the town for the last year odin begins to suspect that maisey may be dead right he also realizes that he is falling for a woman who now seems be the target of a killer jinx you re it book 3 jinx lives for his good times with a
ready smile and quick joke his charm carries him through most rough situations and when his grin doesn t work he just uses the down and dirty skills he acquired working special forces to get the job done life is easy his luck
is perfect and nothing will slow him down except maybe her alison ali carter does not have time for handsome playboys not even the ones with killer blue eyes and abs that last for days sure she might have given in just one
time and let her desire for jinx take over but she is not about to repeat that mistake no matter how great the night was but when trouble follows ali to the gulf coast jinx proves to be an unlikely hero as he leaps into
action this time it s not about being lucky this time it s about protecting ali and maybe just maybe winning her heart remember ramsey book 4 second chances and happily ever after endings aren t meant for men like ramsey hyde
he s a criminal mastermind a cold blooded heartbreaker and certainly no one s idea of a dream guy except once upon a time this heartbreaker lost his heart dr whitney augustine is considered by many to be one of the luckiest
women in the world she survived an attack that should have killed her but her miraculous rescue came with a twist she lost the memory of the last six months of her life whitney thought that when she returned to her
home her memories would follow unfortunately they didn t and the secret to her past to all of those long nights that she just can t remember well ramsey is the key he s the one who remembers everything with perfect
scorching clarity
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2021-04-14

there s no backing down this time lucy everhart expected her opposing counsel to be a slick soulless corporate lawyer who else would represent developers intent on turning chicago s safe haven women s shelter into
condos but she never imagined it would be dylan hunt clearly he s no longer the idealistic young man she fell for in law school this is dylan 2 0 the man who let her go without a fight five years ago along with his passion
for social justice apparently he may have compromised what he believed in but lucy hasn t dylan has no idea what kind of fight he s in for but then again neither does she
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tougher than the rest book one maclarens of fire mountain historical western romance series a passionate fast paced story set in the untamed western frontier by an exciting new voice in historical romance niall maclaren is
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the oldest of four brothers and the undisputed leader of the family a widower and single father his focus is on building the maclaren ranch into the largest and most successful in northern arizona he is serious about two
things his responsibility to the family and his future marriage to the wealthy well connected widow who will secure his place in the territory s destiny katherine is determined to live the life she s dreamed about with a job
waiting for her in the growing town of los angeles california the young teacher from philadelphia begins a journey across the united states with only a couple of trunks and her spinster companion life is perfect for this
adventurous beautiful young woman until an accident throws her into the arms of the one man who can destroy it all fighting his growing attraction and strong desire for the beautiful stranger niall is more determined
than ever to push emotions aside to focus on his goals of wealth and political gain but looking into the clear blue eyes of the woman who could ruin everything niall discovers he will have to harden his heart and be
tougher than he s ever been in his life tougher than the rest faster than the rest book two maclarens of fire mountain historical western romance series headstrong brash confident and complex the maclarens of fire mountain
will captivate you with strong characters set in the wild and rugged western frontier handsome ruthless young u s marshal jamie maclaren had lost everything his parents his family connections and his childhood
sweetheart but now he s back in fire mountain and ready for another chance just as he successfully reconnects with his family and starts to rebuild his life he gets the unexpected and unwanted assignment of rescuing the
woman who broke his heart beautiful wealthy victoria wicklin chose money and power over love but is now fighting for her life or is she who has she become in the seven years since she left fire mountain to take up her life in
san francisco is she really as innocent as she says marshal maclaren struggles to learn the truth and do his job but the past and present lead him in different directions as his heart and brain wage battle is victoria a victim
or a villain is life offering him another chance or just another heartbreak as jamie and victoria struggle to uncover past secrets and come to grips with their shared passion another danger arises a life altering danger that
is out of their control and threatens to destroy any chance for a shared future harder than the rest book three maclarens of fire mountain historical western romance series they are men you want on your side hard
confident and loyal the maclarens of fire mountain will seize your attention from the first page will maclaren is a hardened plain speaking bounty hunter his life centers on finding men guilty of horrendous crimes and making
sure justice is done there is no place in his world for the carefree attitude he carried years before when a tragic event destroyed his dreams amanda is the daughter of a successful colorado rancher determined and proud she
works hard to prove she is as capable as any man and worthy to be her father s heir when a stranger arrives her independent nature collides with the strong pull toward the handsome ranch hand but is he what he seems and
could his secrets endanger her as well as her family the last thing will needs is to feel passion for another woman but amanda elicits feelings he thought were long buried can will s desire for her change him or will the
vengeance he seeks against the one man he wants to destroy a dangerous opponent without a conscious continue to control his life from the author join shirleen davies newsletter to receive notice of new releases reader
specials free reads sneak peeks to sign up copy and paste this site address into your browser s address bar bit ly 1kqhkwm
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i got pregnant at a masquerade ball by a man in a mask katie s a party planner with only one goal to put together soirees that are so extravagant and unforgettable that her clients hire her again and again but when she
gets pregnant after a steamy night with a man in a mask the curvy girl s not sure what to do next trent moore has everything at his fingertips including wealth fame and an overabundance of women but when a feisty party
planner comes to work for him he decides to take matters into his own hands including putting a baby in her belly by any means possible hey readers this one is off the charts crazy and ridiculous between our innocent virgin
and the alpha billionaire who always gets what he wants as always read with an ice cold drink nearby because you re going to need it love cassie and kendall
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